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Print out this worksheet and have it in front of you during the class. Fill out the blanks as the answers 
are revealed on screen. 
 
 


LESSON 1: Becoming a Course Creator 
The Educational Entrepreneur 


 
Online courses can differ from _________________________ because the student can control the 
____________________________ by pausing, rewinding, and revisiting. 
 
An online course should be as long ____________________________________ of teaching the 
student how to arrive at ________________________. 
 
Students can learn much quicker with an online course compared to________________________ 
because your course will ________________________.  
 
Online courses are great for students that have ________________________ and need 
to________________________ and pace at which they learn. 
 
Hybrid courses provide an assortment of ________________________ to compliment or support the 
video lessons (____________ + docs +____________ + audio, ____________, etc.) 
 
“Drip Feeding” information is when a website is set up to ____________________________________ 
when a time period has elapsed. This helps retention and recurring billing. 
 
Support your students with ____________ and ____________ that may be required depending on the 
niche or subject of your course. 
 
Include ________________________ for your students, ____________, and ____________ that 
coincide with your lessons are easy to create. 
 
Your course must be ____________ to the user if it will make an impact on their lives. The stuff you 
teach must be ____________ and perceived as ____________. 
 
People like to follow who they learn from. If you’ve been____________, people will gladly pay you for 
your knowledge. 
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LESSON 2: Coming Up With  The Perfect Big Idea 
It’s Already In Your Head Now Let’s Pull It Out 


 
Use ____________ to discover cool topics from suggested videos, start creating an ____________ to 
jot things down. 
 
Look for 1 ____________ and 1 ____________.  Establish someone’s problem (or an audience’s 
problem) and then find or create the solution that you can ____________ in an online course. 
 
________________________ is when you take a well-known topic and drill down on a specific 
component of it to teach. Make sure the component justifies ____________________ for a full course. 
 
Know the ending first - know exactly what they’ll be able to do at the end of your idea/topic and 
____________ to get there 
 
Stay Current and Up to Date - If you notice that other people are ______________________________ 
- show them there is an easier way now. 
 
Bad Reviews are ________________________. Check out reviews for videos, blogs, and courses. See 
what others don’t like or wanted. Recreate it in ________________________ with their “suggestions” 
 
Use ________________________ and create a source doc for yourself to write everything down. You 
can create other files and docs but it all links from ____________. 
 
Consider a whiteboard or a________________________ to illustrate your idea and look at it daily as 
you create your course. Nothing is written in stone. 
 
Turn written content (____________, ____________, ____________) into video or audio. One of our 
most successful products ever started as a thread on the old Google Buzz social network. 
 
Listen to interviews/podcasts in your niche explain their ____________ in your ___________________. 


 
 


LESSON 3: Assembling Your Course 
Taking It From Concept to Creation 


 
Make everything easy to absorb -________________________ - a pleasant overall experience in 
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deliverables. They shouldn’t have to jump through hoops for access. 
 
Consistent _______________ is important so plan ahead by making sure your ____________ and 
____________ are going to match with your slide backgrounds, graphics, and covers. 
 
After every lesson tell them what to do next even after the last lesson in your online course, direct them 
to the next product.  
 
Start your doc with a “mission” - write down the purpose of your course and start pasting links to 
resources (Images, screenshots, graphics - or ideas you may have) 
 
Your ____________’s become slide decks that turn into chapters/sections after they’ve been recorded 
and transcribed from your ________________________.  
 
Your entire course will be derived from what you assembled on your________________________. 
 
Start with the slide decks in keynote or PowerPoint. ____________ slide, ____________ slide, 5 
____________ slides (with 5 bullets on each), and then a ____________ slide. You need one 5-5-5 for 
each of your ____________. 
 
Those ideas broke down into the ____________________ for __________________ and those each 
had 5 main topics and 5 bullets within them (ie. bullet 3, slide 4, module 3) 
 
Finally, the 4 transcriptions can be converted into ____________, and when combined with the original 
____________ this can be sold as a full and complete online course! 
 


 


LESSON 4: Launch Or Die 
Don’t Let Your Course Wither Away As You Procrastinate 


 
Marketing is when you make your product ____________ and ____________ in the community by 
raising ____________ through a variety of methods that get in front of your audience’s eyeballs..  
 
Selling is when you ____________ an interested prospect into ______________________ in exchange 
for your product or service. 
 
Self-hosted options for building your own course membership site include tools you can host yourself 
like ________________________, ________________________, ____________, Wishlist Member 
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Releasing” or “Publishing”  your course is about ________________________ to visit your main page 
on a specific date and this will only happen if you____________________________________. 
 
Lead temperature matters! If the marketing temperature is ____________ then send them to a lander 
then once they are ____________ send them to a sales page. 
 
Create a strong call to action (CTA) that____________________________________ with guarantees 
and answers to frequently asked questions that overcome objections. 
 
Get the product in their hands quickly and effectively after they buy it. There can't be any 
____________ in delivery. Emailing them a __________________ or an attachment can be unreliable. 
 
____________ makes them loyal. Overdelivering gives them mor e____________ than they paid for. 
They buy on emotion but they refund on ____________. 
 
Release a ________________________ to create interest and desire for your online course. The 
______________________ creates suspense and contains an embedded _____________________. 
 
Create a case study by ________________________. This will generate social proof and 
____________ at the same time.  
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